Why I want to serve on regional board:

My favorite
element of NFTY:
Our community’s passion for social
justice invigorates me. When I see
another NFTYite engage in a social
action program for the first time, it
excites me because they’re realizing
that they can make a difference. I love
how NFTY CWR shows a strong
sense of Tikkun Olam, we always do
what we can to repair this world.

As a passionate Jewish teen, I cannot
stand idly by while there is still good to
be done in the world. My drive for social
justice will positively affect our region
and encourage our NFTYites to demand
change. Through my experience
participating in the Team Enough
Lobbying Collective, serving as my
TYG’s president, and lobbying in
Sacramento & DC, I’ve seen what can
happen when a group of passionate
leaders unite for change.
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Join a minimal time commitment
social action sub group. Engage
your TYG in SA programs,
participate in Social Action
educational webinars, utilize
social media to educate your
peers/community, join in a local
march/peaceful protest, and
lobby our representatives
through social media and in
person.

New Member Ideas:
I will put more of an emphasis on
participants assuming leadership
on their own terms
Connect with your Regbo!
This could look like distributing a
form at the beginning of the year ,
so regbo knows who they can go
to for group leading throughout the
year.

Subregional “Region Rescue”

As our calendar is changing, I will elevate our work with
I’m enlisting all NFTYites to SAVPS from all around our
region to create mini events with
give back to our local
communities in a unique way. a few TYGS at a time,
our sub regional
Join in a variety of stations strengthening
Join me in going
that may include but are not connections.
out into local communities to
limited to making dog toys, make a difference. Together we
tying blankets and creating can be helping out at Glide
homeless care kits, making memorial serving meals while
cards for hospitals and more. others may be in a neighboring
Don’t miss an opportunity to community planting a community
lend a helping hand beyond garden in a lower-income
neighborhood.
learning, give back!

